This paper is a continuation of the investigations of stcchaatic processes on the basis of the form of their conditional moments, which were begun by Plucinska (1983) with a characterization of the Gaussian process by linear conditional expectations and constant conditional variances. Other results on Gaussian processes may be found in Bryc, Plucinska (1985) and Wesoiowski (1984). A similar characterization of the Poisson process was obtained by Bryc (1987).
Introduction
This paper is a continuation of the investigations of stcchaatic processes on the basis of the form of their conditional moments, which were begun by Plucinska (1983) with a characterization of the Gaussian process by linear conditional expectations and constant conditional variances. Other results on Gaussian processes may be found in Bryc, Plucinska (1985) and Wesoiowski (1984) . A similar characterization of the Poisson process was obtained by Bryc (1987) .
In this paper we investigate processes with linear conditional expectations and quadratic conditional variances. As a final result we obtain general characterizations of the Wiener, Poisson, negative-binomial, gamma and hyperbolic seoant type processes. They exhibit the differences in the second order conditional structure among these processes. Of independent interest is also an auxiliary result on necessary and sufficient conditions for a process with independent increments to have linear conditional expectations and quadratic conditional variances.
The ideas which were the starting point of this researoh take the origin from Bryc, Plucinska (1985) and Bryo (1987) .
We start with an easier characterization in the class of prooesses with independent increments. The formulation of the main results is put off to Section 3.
We consider stochastically continuous processes only.
Characterizations In the class of processes with independent increments
The formulation and the proof of the characterization is specially simple for homogeneous processes with independent increments. The proofs of both the beneath theorems are omitted since they are very similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 -see Seotion 4. (See also Section 2 in Bryc (1987) , where the Poisson case is considered). Theorem 2.1. Let X = (Xt )t>0 be a square integrable, homogeneous process with independent increments such that for certain set If we omit the assumption of homogeneity of the processes considered we must additionally assume the form of the first conditional and unconditional moments and take under consideration all s < t s Theorem 2.2. Let X = (Xt)t>Q be a square integrable process with independent increments such that for any s<t the conditions (1) and
where d is a constant depending on s, t, hold. Then .. o a = b = 0 and BX^ = 0, t^.0, iff X is a Wiener process* 2° a = c = 0 and BX t = %>0, iff X is a Poisson process 3° c = 0 and B^ = p" 1 qat, t>0, iff I is a negative-binomial prooess (p>0, q, a>0, p+q = 1); 4° b = c = 0 and EX t » a" 1 pt, t>0, iff X is a gamma prooess (a>0 f p^O); 5° b = 0 and EXj = ¡\$>t, t>0, iff X is a hyperbolic secant process (p>0). The characteristic functions of the increments of these processes are given in Examples in Section 3» 3. Main results Now we reject the assumption of independent increments of the process X. The main result of the paper is the following: 
where
» -2C2«(.,*) + Vi + 2B 0 C 2 " 0 ® Mt|
whara /u and 9 ara as in d), It is not diffio alt to understand that both the results
s-
for the Wiener process wiiioh follows fron the oharaoterlzatlon of the Gaussian process obtained by Pluoiúska (1983) and the oharaoterisation of the Poisson prooess by Bryc (1987) are oonsequenoes of Theorem 3*1* Examples We consider a squaae integrable prooess X -(Xj)^^ and denote by f gt the oharaateristio function of the increment Zj -X 8 for any s<t, Fron Theorem 3*1 we obtain: (All the conditions below are assumed to be held for any "4r"^r<s<t, n -1,2,..., T « (X_ )). If the condition (II') holds and
Var(X s |Y, Xj,, X t ) = 9 >0, then X is a homogeneous hyperbolic seoant process and
Our next result concerns relations between linear conditional expectations and quadratic conditional variances and the property of having independent increments. It will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. However it is also the result of independent interest. Theorem 3.2. Let X be an infinitely integrable stochastic process such that for any 0 s£ s^ ... «g s Q < s < 8 n+ i I n = 1,2,... real constants (a 0 (tjr) = 1) dependent on r and t, possibly also on r.j,r Qt and we should consider any r.j ^... <r Q < ! r<t, and any m^.1. Indeed from (5) we get i n
for any m >1. Consequently the moments of the increments of the X are as in the case of the process with independent increments and, as we see later on, they are uniquely determined by the conditions (1°), (2°), (3°) and (3). On the other hand it follows from Theorem 2.2 that for the process with independent increments fulfillng these conditions the distributions of its increments are uniquely determined by the moments. Thus the increments of the X are independent. II step. We prove (5) by induction. The condition (I) implies (5) for m « 1. How let us assume that (5) holds for m -1,...,k-1. We show that then it is fulfiled for m « k.
At first we prove the formula k Similarly from (III) we get We eliminate E(Xg|Y, XjJ from (14) and (15). Consequently -548 -
Additionally let us observe that (I) and (II) imply (18) Zp +a.,(s|r) -(B1 + B^^ + B0 + B^itjs).
Hence B1 + B2 -1 and thuB Bg -b| » B^. Consequently, from (17) after easy computations we obtain (8) and (9)* III step. In this step we prove the formula k-i (18) E^^iS^sJoWs'r) " IV step» How we prove that for i = 1,...,k
We replace k in (15) by k -1, 1 = 1,...,k, and then from the induotion assumption we get (22) but with k changed into k -1.
Let us observe that
Conseq uently
Now we apply to (23) the formulas (19) and (22) with k replaced by k -1 for 1 » 1 and i changed into i -1, and after some easy computations we get (22).
V step. We apply (18) and (22) to (9). Consequently
Finally from (8) and (9) we obtain (5) and (*-) sinoe B^-Cg is non-zero. Necessity. I step. We assume that X is a process with independent increments. Then (24) B(X s |X e X 8 ) = X s +a 1 (sjs n ). 1 n n Consequently aj^ • 0 for i = 1,...,n-1. II step. Prom (2°) we get n-1 (24) and (25) we obtain b ± = 0 for i = 1,...,n-1 -551 -and b n + b Q+1 » 1.
III step. Since X is square integrable and has independent increments then (26) B(X 2 |X 8 ,...,X 8 ) = Xg + 2o 2 (8|S 11 )X 8 +a 1 (s}8 n ). 1 n n n On the other hand from (2°), (3°) and step II it follows that (27 
di
We compare (26) and (27). Consequently o i; j = 0 for (i,j) 4 / (n,n), (n,n+1), (n+1,n+1) and o i = 0 for i = 1,...,i-1. We obtain also (28) °nn + °n,n+1 + °n+l,n+1 " we oan get the conclusions of our theorem. Since the reasoning in the particular cases is similar then as an example we consider the case c).
Prom Theorem 3 in Laha, Lukacs (1960) we conclude that X + -X_ has negative-binomial (possibly degenerate) distri-V 8 bution, since the distribution of X t -X s has to be infinitely divisible. We show that then any increment X v -X u has also negative-binomial (possibly degenerate) distribution.
Let us take u<s. For u, s, t we obtain analogues of the equations (36) and (39). Since X^ -X g has negative-binomial distribution then from the analogue of (36) it follows that X» -X" is negative-binomial random variable for any u<s, s u too. Similarly for the triple s <t <v. Obviously the parameters (¿2 "<"•) and P 310 constant. Now it follows easily that Xy -X u has negative-binomial (possibly degenerate) distribution. On a stochastic process determined by the conditional expectation and the conditional variance, Stoohastics 10 (1983), 115-129.
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